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Find out why you
belong here!

Why Come
Back Butte
Charter?

Finish What
Yo u S t a r t e d
Come Back Butte Charter (CBBC)
is a no cost public charter school authorized
by the Butte County Board of Education and

administered by the Butte County
Superintendent of Schools through Butte
County Office of Education. CBBC is for

CBBC offers students with
educational services to:
•

•

Earn a high school diploma, or prepare for the HiSET
Develop skills in order to get promoted in an existing job

students who reside in Butte County or
adjacent counties and who have not

•

who are 16 years of age and older who have

Through independent study, students

•

Sets realistic goals and works
hard to perseveres to reach them

•

Develops a confident, “I can do
this!” attitude

•

Realizes that making mistakes
are an opportunities to learn and
grow

•

Recognizes the importance of
making sacrifices and reassess
priorities

•

Always looks for ways to improve

meet with their teachers once a week to

not completed high school for various

discuss their progress as they work at

reasons which may include: dropping out of

their own pace on-line. The CBBC staff

high school, involvement in the correctional

works with each student to set attainable

system, demonstration of at risk behaviors,

goals and work

caring for children and/or family members

school diploma, developing skills to

and/or belonging to migrant family

prepare for vocational programs, and

communities.

A Successful CBBC Student:

Prepare for vocational education or
college

previously experienced success in traditional
educational settings. CBBC serves students

Who are CBBC
students?

toward earning a high

pursuing higher education.

“The best way to predict

your future is to create it.”
-Abraham Lincoln

